
Description: 

4 matched pairs of eggs, which when shaken, make ‘loud’ 
to ‘soft’ sounds. Eggs are identical in shape, colour, and size 
to isolate the sound characteristic. The lesson consists of 
matching the eggs by sound. 

Make sure the pairs are different enough for the child to be 
able to pair reasonably easily. Try using different sized items 
inside each pair. Good things to use: rice, beans, sand. Use 
hot or super glue to seal the eggs shut to reduce choking 
hazard.

Presentation:

Age: 12-16 months
Use 3 eggs containing distinctly different sounds (keep aside one of each egg pair)
1. Bring the bag to the work area.
2. Select one egg from the bag and gently shake it near your ear. 
3. Place the egg on the work area.
4. When all eggs have been investigated. replace them in the bag and cinch it closed.

Age: 16-20 months
Use 2-3 pairs of eggs with distinctly different sounds (again, keep aside one of the ‘soft’ sound-
ing pairs)
1. Bring the bag to the work area.
2. Select one egg from the bag and gently shake it near your ear. 
3. Place the egg on the work area.
4. Remove another egg, shake near your ear. If the sound matches the first egg, place it next to 

the first egg on the work area. If it is a new sound, place it just below the first egg.
5. When all eggs have been investigated. replace them in the bag and cinch it closed.

Age 20+ months
Use all 4 pairs of eggs.
1. Match the pairs of eggs as in the previous lesson, taking care to match the soft sounding 

pairs properly.
2. Demonstrate checking your work by checking each pair of eggs for matching sounds.

Control of error: 
Eggs paired for matching, each egg has only one match

Developmental aims: 
Discrimination of volume, coordination, concentration, order, independence

Variation:
Make 2 pairs similar and more difficult to match
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